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Planes, Pedals, and
Sneakers
the one with a lot of travel without moving the trailer
A very nice friend said to us this week, “I don’t want to bother you, you’re on vacation.”
That surprised us. First, we were excited that they were able to spare time from their busy day
to stop by the Airstream and share a beverage and some stories. No bother! Thank you for
coming. Second, we think of this trip more as an alternative living arrangement or life style if
you will, as opposed to an extended exemption from work and daily cares. Nomadic to be
sure, we do still worry about the grass getting cut at home, schedule management, and (my
dreaded) meal plans. Dave still has students as well as speaking engagements and business
meetings. It was just a lightbulb moment I guess you could say.
Of course it looks like vacation. We’d forgotten our own preconceived ideas, from our
early days of researching and planning, of what life in an Airstream would be like. Bright,
shiny days of perfect weather, stunning views from every window, top notch restaurants to
choose from, gorgeous sunsets, no alarm clocks, Nat Geo worthy photos at every stop. Okay,
it is almost all of that! But we also have everyone else’s day. Groceries, laundry, bills, and that
darned leak. Of the two of us, Dave especially brings his ‘real’ life. This week he caught the
6am flight out of MRY for Washington DC, did an evening interview with CNN. Next morning
hopped a plane for Nebraska, gave a talk two hours after landing, and was back on an ohdark-thirty plane back to Monterey. I amused myself with chores and art while he was gone.
Identical to life before the trailer! It’s just that now, we can live the life we had before, in a new
place each week or so. I got to “kill” time with a camera on the coastal recreation trail. A lovely
merge of dream vacations and the life many call mundane or typical. It is not that we leave or
vacate “real life” but we bring it along with us. Maybe if more folks could see it as a twist on
the usual, expected way of living, they could give it a try themselves.
Having said all that, I suspect that Dave would be ready to sell the house and go full
time in an RV. I on the other hand sense that I am not there yet. Working on a quilt project this
week, I very much long for a space where I can lay things out and leave them, to mull things
over, walk away and come back to tweak, without having to pack it up every few hours to
make room for some other activity in the trailer. I catch myself thinking of Christmas
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decorations and garden planning. I do miss my quilt club pals. Not complaining, just
observing. Funny the introspection a friendly comment can unintentionally provoke!
Still, I am not ready to pull in the driveway just yet! In all our years with the Navy, Dave
and I would both get an itch to move after 16-18 months in a duty station — about when new
orders were issued. The time between itches grew as we started living a more settled life post
Navy. I’m betting this return to a nomadic lifestyle will have at least one of us staring at the
driveway and jingling keys sooner rather than later! Time will tell. :)
Last Sunday we took a drive to an old favorite haunt — a
shopping mall that was half garden. The flowers were past peak,
and a few eateries were still there, 15 years later. The flavor has
changed at the Barnyard. The high end art galleries, clothing, and
jewelry stores have left, and self improvement yoga studios and
salons have moved in.
Then we drove out Carmel Valley Road. A lot of new homes
have been added to mid-valley, but we were happy to see the far
end of the valley, the area we called home for just 12 months, was
largely unchanged. The Running Iron burger bar was in place, as
was the little grocery store with awesome deli. Shops that had been
empty our last time here were filled with wine tasting rooms. Our
favorite restaurant on the peninsula, Cafe Rustica was still there, and we indulged in a
decadent meal and serious
nostalgia for ‘the time when …’
It was all we could do not to
drive up the hill to revisit the
house we rented above the
valley — dubbed
COMNAVEAGLESNEST for a
command party we had there.
Such great memories!!
Forgetting that it was a
holiday, Monday we drove
south to visit the Point Lobos
State Park. We loved going to Pt
Lobos on stormy days to see
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the swells come in and break into towering fountains of foaming water. Aack! There is a line
to get in! It isn’t moving. Many of those before us gave up waiting and parked alongside the
road — for over a half mile! With a line like this, we would not have an easy time finding a
place to park our big truck. Today, it is a disadvantage to be this big! We give up and drive
on, down Highway 1 and across the famous Bixby Bridge heading for the Pt. Lobos
Lighthouse. Alas, it is closed. So we keep driving and come to the Andrew Molera State Park.
A place we heard of before but never visited. Thankfully, the crowds have not reached this far
from town yet, and there is a place to park.
There are several hiking trails in the park. We choose the one to the beach, about
fifteen minutes on hard packed gravel and some sand. The brush along the trail is very dense
and tall, leaning over the trail and creating a tunnel effect.
This must be what field mice feel like navigating their trails
through tall grass … or hobbits. (I find out later much of the
greenery we walk past is poison oak!) The trail ends at a
large curved beach. Previous visitors have taken driftwood
and build teepee cabanas to shelter from the wind and
sun. Seagulls, pelicans, and cormorants bob on the waves,
perch on the rocks, or glide over the water searching for
lunch.
The late afternoon sun is glaring into the
camera, so we abandon the beach and return to
camp. We have company coming! A colleague
of Dave’s from his days at Fleet Numerical
(FNMOC) is stopping by so that her youngest
daughter can see a real Airstream! Tuesday
evening we are hosted for a delicious dinner at
their home — complete with a birthday raspberry
tort with candles and song. Our Airstream fan
got to blow out the candles for Dave!
We started Dave’s birthday celebration with breakfast at a restaurant at the Tin
Cannery that saw a lot of Navy lunches over the years. In keeping with tradition we strolled
the rec trail down to Lover’s Point to try and walk off some of those calories. The Chamber of
Commerce could not have ordered a nicer day. Blue skies, crystal waters, families with
picnics, kayakers, surfers, kids swimming, sail boats tacking in a gentle wind, and whale
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watching vessels taking tourists out to see what they might see. Hawkers competing in
volume to interest tourists in sampling their special recipe clam chowder were busy on
FIsherman’s wharf. It was nice to see the old theatre was still on the wharf — still my favorite
version of the Pirates of Penzance was performed there about 30 years ago.
Dave took his bike out for a ride on the rec trail in the afternoon, while I walked the
mile and a half to pick up a cake and a surprise package at the grocery store in our old
neighborhood of Seaside. Amazon has a set of lockers there — I spotted them a few days ago,
and used them as the shipping address for a book on landscape photography for Dave. It
worked perfectly. And the cake was delicious.
On Thursday Dave was up
around 4:30 prepping for his early
flight. Originally he was just going to
Nebraska. But CNN has been chasing
him around the country trying to find a
studio close by for an on camera
interview for a piece they are airing
later in November. After numerous calls
and e-mails, there is a plan. Thus begins
the planes, trains, and automobiles
episode I described earlier. Whew!
I used his time away to sew. I finished hand sewing the ‘blocks’ for the paper piecing
quilt I am working on. This technique lets me quilt on the road without a machine. Made with
scraps I had in my bin, I need to layout the blocks for the whole top and start sewing them in
rows. The largest space available is the bed. Very challenging! It was hard not to knock them
off as I tried to skootch between the wall and mattress to get around the bed and move a
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block. In the end I decided it was a scrap quilt, and it
just would be scrappy. We’ll see what it looks like when I
get it together I guess!
Before leaving, Dave told me the best days to
see big waves would be his travel days. And he was
right, of course. I parked the monster truck at the wharf
and walked the 2.4 miles to Lover’s Point, taking
pictures of wildlife and waves along the way. Five miles
in 3.5 hours. Rough way to spend an afternoon, I know!!
Saturday is laundry and housekeeping before returning to the airport to pick up Dave.
It hasn’t changed since our third date in 1988! But he is back in time for us to take advantage
of one of the benefits of urban camping — over-the-air television. We get to cheer Penn State
in their annual Whiteout Game, this year against Michigan. We win!
Ahh, Sunday. Up at the crack of 8:30. Dave cycles to a pastry shop and returns with a
scrumptious breakfast, while I put the coffee on. Then, gotta love the west coast, the 49er’s
have a football game! I adopted the 49ers as “my” team when we were first married because
it was Dave who taught me the game and the niners were our local team. (It didn’t hurt that it
was the age of Joe Montana, Jerry Rice, and Brent Jones! ) The 49ers are undefeated so far
(knock on wood) and playing the Washington Redskins. It is pouring in DC, making the field a
bathtub. Players that fall body surf on waves of water across the field. With their 9-0 win over
the Redskins, the 49ers have their first 6-0 season start since 1990 — when we were here!
Maybe we are good luck charms, and they should pay us to move back!! lol.
Today the temperature finally moves above 61 degrees. 67 feels almost balmy without
the wind and we open the windows. Dave heads out on a 50k (30 miles) ride the entire length
of the rec trail) and I work on drafting this letter home. The toddlers with their training wheels
and mohawk helmets are enjoying themselves in the site next door at the top of their lungs.
The downside of open windows! But I will take it over 24 degrees, even with bugling elk!!
Next week will be a busy week. Dave has telcons a good part of tomorrow. We are
hoping to get kayaking in on Tuesday. Wednesday the temps are set to be in the 80s as we
drive south to Paso Robles, and then on to Long Beach for business and finally San Diego to
see friends and relatives. Temperatures and winds are forecast to rise in southern California —
and the power company plans on power outages to help prevent fires in the high winds.
Should be an interesting week!
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Andrew Molera State Beach with driftwood shelters
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the deck is set for our party at he once-in-a-lifetime house we rented in Carmel Valley

reminiscing about the view from our dream home
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